2009-10 Academic Year
& Summer 2010

September 29th
CISMI Advisory Board and Science Chairs Meeting

October 13th
Transitions Group Meeting

October 23rd
Annual All Science and Math Poster Session

November 12th
CISMI Advisory Board Fall Meeting

January 26th
Science and Math Gathering – Demonstration of new 3-D projector

February 2nd
FOCUS Compensation Meeting

February 11th
CISMI Advisory Board Meeting

February 23rd
Science and Math Gathering – David Liben-Nowell talking about his course "Life in the age of networks" a non-majors course that explores a variety of complex systems

March 4th
CISMI Advisory Board Meeting

March 9th
Science and Math Gathering – Eric Egge discussing the "Mathematical Modeling" course (Math 141) that has been taught over the past few years.

March 16th
CISMI Advisory Board Meeting

April 6th, 13th, 27th
LTC Book Group/Workshop: Complexity: A Guided Tour

April 23rd
HHMI Assessment Meeting

April 27th
CISMI/HHMI
Archived Events

Science and Math Gathering – Meet our new colleague Helen Wong

May 6th
Science and Math Gathering – Meet our new colleague Dan Hernandez

May 20th
Science and Math Gathering – Rachel Brady from Duke discussing scientific visualization

June 1st
Science and Math Gathering – Meet our new colleague Dwight Luhman

July 15th
Summer Tea Talk with Dave Alberg

July 22nd
Summer Tea Talk with John Weiss

July 29th
Summer Tea Talk with Amy Csizmar Dalal

August 5th
Summer Tea Talk with Ken Abrams

August 12th
Summer Tea Talk with Raka Mitra

August 19th
Summer Tea Talk with Fernan Jaramillo